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Abstract 

This paper tells the story of Contracts of making, viewing and listening, a 17-minute film that has emerged as part of my ongoing 
doctoral study in Artistic Research in Film. Taking the Bengal Famine of 1943 as a site-event, the doctoral research focuses on 
investigating and experimenting with epistemologies and ontologies of expressions emanating from a space of subalternity, 
especially Dalits. Contracts of making, viewing and listening can be seen as an artistic intervention into Satyajit Ray’s Distant 
Thunder – made in 1973, the film tells the story of effects of the Famine in rural Bengal through the eyes of a Brahmin couple. 
The artistic intervention was geared towards both critically reading the film from the lens of Dalit consciousness, and to explore 
ways of writing that critique in the language of the film itself. By retracing the journey of Contracts of making, viewing and listening, 
this paper focuses on how research is performed in and through the medium of film in this intervention, its multiple conceptual/
material contingencies, and ultimately what it proposes in the context of artistic research. 

Keywords: The Bengal Famine of 1943, Subaltern, Dalit, Visual intervention, Artistic research in films. 
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Introduction 

If I am questioned; if anyone wonders (as happens 
quite peremptorily) what I ‘wanted to say’ in a certain 
poem, I reply that I did not want to say, but wanted to 
make, and that it was the intention of making which 
wanted what I  said. (Paul Valèry quoted in Gibson, 
2015, p.177)  

To create is to understand and to understand is to 
re-create. (Minh-ha, 1991, p.194) 

But what happens when written scholarly utteranc-
es in our disciplines are used merely to supplement, 
comment on, or verbally summarise research per-
formed in the same medium or mode as the subject 
of the research, that is – in the case of film, television, 
audiovisual artworks, or internet videos – audiovisu-
ally? Indeed, what if the creative production of audio-
visual material centrally constitutes the research into 
audiovisuality? (Grant, 2016) 

Artistic research, often further categorized as practice-based 
research or practice-led research, is yet to reach a settled sta-
tus; its definition, discourse and framework vary significantly 
(Candy and Edmonds, 2016). This unsettlement becomes 
even more obvious when one gets into the quagmire of defi-
nitional and differentiation challenges inherent in mobilizing 
terms such as ‘practice-based’ and ‘practice-led’. As some-
one who is currently a doctoral candidate in Artistic Research 
in Film and works at the intersection of pedagogy, theory and 
practice, I have personally felt a lot more liberated when I 
have moved away from narrow lanes of definitions and differ-
entiations and embraced some broad and general tenets of 
artistic research. Here I wish to outline some of these tenets 
as it will situate and set the parameters for the discussion of 
my film Contracts of making, viewing and listening in the con-
text of artistic research. At the core of artistic research, as 

articulated by Candy and Edmonds (2016), is the idea that 
research and practice should be conceived as interdepen-
dent and complementary processes; to what extent primacy 
is given to practice differs from place to place and project 
to project. Essentially, artistic research proposes that prac-
tice can be both a method and an outcome and moreover, 
“practice can not know or perceive its outcome” (Bolt, 2004).  
I would add here that in artistic research, thinking and making 
are intertwined, or in other words, hyphenated; an extension 
of this formulation means that it does not propose any fixed 
chronology or hierarchy between thinking and making. Much 
of the strength of artistic research (and what makes it excit-
ing), I would argue, comes from this inbetween, ambiguous, 
fragmented yet composite, and open-ended nature. 

Critical scholarship on artistic research in films is still in a 
nascent stage, but in my understanding the aforementioned 
tenets remain useful as a starting point. The focus here is re-
search on/about/for/in/thorough film. Even when cross-dis-
ciplinary research strategies are mobilized to advance our 
understandings on any given research topic, the fulcrum of 
artistic research in film, for me, is the medium of film as a 
means of investigation. On a cautionary note, this does not 
automatically imply that methods from other research tradi-
tions can’t be mobilized.  Having said that, what makes artis-
tic research in film exciting for me is the possibility of carrying 
out the research through film. This particular framing of in 
and through is very well articulated by The Netherlands Film 
Academy on their website: 

Artistic research in and through cinema means think-
ing through images and sounds. It means starting 
from the practice, knowledge and perspectives of 
filmmaking, and using its accompanying concepts 
and language.  Thus, researching ‘in and through’ cin-
ema refers to research through the frame, notions 
and paradigm of the filmmaking practice. The re-
search ‘in’ revolves around questions of the cinema 
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practice itself – spectatorship, perception, storytell-
ing, modes of production, ethics et cetera – while, in 
addition, research ‘through’ relates to the use of cine-
matic conditions and concepts to explore topics and 
fields beyond cinema – topics such as memory, trau-
ma, archival practices, human relations or identity for 
example. (Netherlands Film Academy, n.d.)

It is in this context I wish to tell you the story of my film Con-
tracts of making, viewing and listening. This 17-minute-long 
film has emerged during my ongoing doctoral study in Artis-
tic Research that focuses on the Bengal Famine of 1943. Be-
fore I elaborate upon how in Contracts of making, viewing and 
listening research is performed in and through the medium 
of film, its multiple conceptual/material contingencies, and 
ultimately what it proposes in the context of artistic research, 
the setting under which the work has emerged needs to be 
spelt out. 

Situating the broader research 

Taking the Bengal Famine of 1943 as a site-event, my doctor-
al research aims to further and experiment with epistemol-
ogies and ontologies of expressions that emerge from the 
space of subalternity, and investigate the possibilities and 
limits of it in film practices. The main research question that 
underpins this research is: how do we move images (specifi-
cally filmmaking practice) towards subaltern epistemologies 
and ontologies?

The Bengal Famine of 1943-44, which resulted in nearly five 
million deaths, is almost universally considered one of the 
most catastrophic and murderous instances of British co-
lonial rule in India (Sen, 1981; Sengupta, 2016). The colonial 
government’s policy of diverting agricultural land from food 
crop to cash crops and prioritising food supplies to its troops 
at the expense of the general public, contributed significantly 

to the making of this crisis. Fearing a Japanese invasion of 
Bengal through Burma, the government further exacerbated 
the matter by removing surplus stocks of paddy and curtail-
ing boat transport lines in eastern and coastal Bengal. The 
general scarcity and panic also induced private hoarding and 
profiteering by some Bengali elites. Even at the height of the 
famine, the Churchill government continued to prevent food 
imports. The net result was mass starvation, displacement, 
death, and chronic disease (Sen, 1981; Sengupta, 2016).

The famine and the crisis ridden years of the 1940s gave 
rise to much compelling literature and art in Bengal. This re-
sponse, however, was tinged with anticipation of a post- in-
dependence utopia where hunger, suffering, and class con-
flict would be eradicated. The inequities and complexities 
of caste, class, and gender in victimization by the famine 
were overtaken by a generalized and increasingly fervent 
nationalist sentiment and a renewed anti-colonial agenda. 
The ‘bhadralok’ (Bengali elite) were empathetic towards the 
suffering of the subalterns but only from an intellectual dis-
tance. The resulting art and literature didn’t fully capture the 
profound sub-narratives and fault lines of caste, class, and 
gender that the famine had so brutally exposed (Kaur, 2014). 

It is in this context that my research begins with the acknowl-
edgement that any serious engagement with the complexi-
ties of the Bengal Famine warrant a reconsideration: analysis 
and artistic representation of the famine can’t stem only from 
colonial critique; a shift towards situating the famine in terms 
of subalternity (caste, class, gender, rural-urban divide etc.) 
must occur. Against this backdrop, my research attempts to 
advance and engage with the complexities of using subalter-
nity as a framework for understanding the famine.

This artistic research is concerned with subaltern episte-
mologies and ontologies but a delineation must be made 
that it’s not a project of anthropology, ethnography, oral 
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history, subaltern or Dalit1 historiography, postcolonial stud-
ies or famine studies. Theories and methods from aforemen-
tioned fields inform it but practice is a key method of inqui-
ry. Therefore, along with investigation of the Bengal Famine 
from a subaltern theoretical framework, questions of repre-
sentation, artistic mediation and image-making are central to 
the research.

In light of the general omission of subaltern questions, espe-
cially Dalits, in the literary and artistic representation of the 
Bengal Famine, and since my practice is filmmaking, I en-
gaged with existing cinematic works on the Bengal Famine 
to investigate how the subaltern questions have manifested 
in these films. If one falls back on conventional paradigms 
of various stages of a doctoral study, this would qualify as 
part of ‘mapping the field’. However, my aim was not only to 
provide a close reading of the films but also make critical vi-
sual interventions in them to understand how, as a film prac-
titioner, one can reimagine or offer possibilities for different 
ways of ‘mapping the field’. How can I perform research in 
and through the medium of film itself? I was particularly in-
spired by Grant’s (2016) proposition that performing research 
through the medium of filmmaking should not be an after-
thought. It’s not an exercise in discursive translation of exist-
ing or new research. Grant (2014) asks “should we be aiming 
to “translate” the (often unspoken) norms and traditions of 
written film studies into audiovisual versions, or should we 
embrace from the outset the idea that we are creating onto-
logically new scholarly forms?” Accompanying written work 
can certainly help in situating it in wider research contexts 
but we should see the film/video as “self-contained performa-
tive acts” (Grant, 2016). 

1 Literally ‘ground down’ or ‘oppressed’; the term was popularized by B.R. Ambedkar and in contemporary India it refers to the preferred political 
self-identification of social groups belonging to ‘ex-untouchable castes’. As per the Hindu caste structure, they were considered to be excluded 
from the four varnas and therefore the ‘lowest castes’. The Indian state, through its constitutional framework, refers to Dalits as the ‘Sched-
uled Castes’. Dalits constitute 17 per cent of the national population. 

2 Brahmins belong to the highest caste or varna in Hinduism. 

Cast(e)ing shadows on Distant Thunder 

Two most prominent films made on the Bengal Famine are 
Satyjit Ray’s Distant Thunder (1973) and Mrinal Sen’s In Search 
of Famine (1981). I have engaged with both of the films and 
made artistic interventions in them to advance my research. 
For the purpose of this paper, I am focusing only on my inter-
vention into Distant Thunder, which has been titled Contracts 
of making, viewing and listening. 

Set in the villages of Bengal, Satyajit Ray’s film Distant Thun-
der, based on a short story by Bibhutibhushan Bandopad-
hyay, examines the effect of the Great Famine of 1943. The 
film centers on the subjective experiences of a Brahmin2 
couple – Gangacharan and his wife Ananga, showing their 
cheerful lives progressively disrupted and affected by the 
famine. Gangacharan and Ananga have recently moved to a 
‘low caste’ village. Being the only Brahmin in the village, Gan-
gacharan works the honor and respect given to him because 
of his Brahmin status and enterprisingly assumes the role of 
a priest, teacher, and a doctor. As the film unfolds, we see 
the effects of famine – a slight dilution of caste and gender 
norms observed in the village; worsening of Gangacharan’s 
material situation forcing him to reconsider some of his mor-
al positions; and ultimately the establishment of human val-
ues in the face of such a crisis.

The film opens with panoramic shots of the village, lush 
green paddy fields, a pond with water lilies and silhouetted 
trees. A particular kind of idealized and romantic notion of 
the rural is generated from the beginning and the identifica-
tion of the women with nature is implied on numerous oc-
casions (Pathiraja and Hanan, 2006). The decision to shoot 
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the film in colour, to point out the contrast between nature’s 
vivacity and people starving to death elicited surprise as the 
expectation was that a story of famine will be told in black 
and white (Robinson, 1989). Atanu Pal of Third Eye, a pho-
tography group, writes “...Ray felt that he could establish the 
aridity of famine more starkly in colour, leaving nothing to the 
imagination” (Banerjee, 2017).  Ray, in his interview with Cin-
easte magazine, alludes that the famine occurred despite a 
good harvest and as for his use of colour, he says, “it came 
straight from author’s description - that nature was very lush, 
that everything was physically beautiful, and, yet, people were 
dying of hunger” (Gupta and Ray, 1982). If one begins with 
the understanding that famine occurred despite good harvest 
it is natural to then enquire the reasons behind the terrible 
reality of starvation and death of close to five million people. 
Ray in Distant Thunder does not delve substantially into how 
the existing inequalities at the time made it worse for people 
at the margins. Distant Thunder is not an isolated case when 
it comes to Ray’s oeuvre. Long regarded as a humanist direc-
tor, Ray, in his works, tends to privilege establishment of hu-
man values over social critique (Pathiraja and Hanan, 2006). 
One of the charges levelled against Ray is that he was “less 
interested in expressing ideas than in communicating emo-
tional experience” (Wood, 1971 as cited in Cooper, 2000, p.2). 
Ray’s humanism was geared towards achieving a universal 
cinematic language, one that emanates from a particular 
geography but is made keeping in mind the global audience. 
Ray himself remarked once that “if you are able to portray uni-
versal feelings, universal relations, emotions and character, 
you can cross certain barriers and reach out to others, even 
non-Bengalis” (Gupta and Ray, 1982). The lure of construct-
ing universality and humanism often meant that emphasis 
was on character nuances and character development and 
not so much on structural contexts. This is also true of Dis-
tant Thunder. The naturalistic treatment of famine in the film, 
Pathiraja and Hanan (2006, p.109) argue, “redirects its polit-
ical engagement from the structural to phenomenological 
and toward a construction of Indian humanism.” Robinson 

(1989) has argued that the real theme of Distant Thunder is 
not the famine or starvation, rather human failures and moral 
awakening through adversity. The film is primarily invested in 
a Brahmin’s moral journey and his subjectivity in the wake of 
the famine.

The conflict-ridden and oppressive nature of the caste sys-
tem does not really find any substantive place in the narra-
tive. Even when revealing some of the anomalies of the caste 
system becomes inevitable for Ray, it never arrives at a criti-
cal juncture.The question of the caste system is represented 
as a moral conundrum for Gangacharan and not as a harsh 
reality lived by so many. In Ray’s imagination, all oppressed 
castes inhabit the village equally (Pathiraja and Hanan, 2006). 
Ray attempts to generate a sympathetic reading by accord-
ing humanity to both the oppressor and the oppressed. With 
regards to the question of caste, the film suggests a moral 
adjustment instead of complete annihilation. Any reading of 
caste from the prism of humanism is bound to produce an 
understanding that is insufficiently contextualized.

In Ray’s Distant Thunder, the only Dalit woman the audience 
meets is Moti who appears in brief spurts to highlight the 
humanity of the Brahmin protagonists and to testify to the 
restrictions of caste that these protagonists are meant to 
transgress by way of consummating their humanity. Moti is 
accorded a mere fraction of the total screen time and spoken 
parts within the film and is promptly relegated to the back-
ground when the narrative purpose of her appearance is met. 
Moti appears twice in the film. The first time we see her is 
when she visits Ananga; this sequence in the film is purposed 
with disclosing the class and caste difference, and informing 
the audience that the famine has started affecting the lives 
of people in some other parts of the region. The relationship 
between Ananga and Moti is marked by caste difference. Ray 
indicates it but is interested more in highlighting the ‘femi-
nine’ bond. Caste is conveyed as a minor glitch, or inconve-
nience; a ‘feminine’ bond can allow for surpassing of marked 
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caste-differences. The second time we see Moti is towards 
the end of the film. Moti comes to see Ananga in a desperate 
search for food at the end of her life. Ananga offers her food 
but famine induced starvation has made her so weak that she 
dies. Now lying in the open, the burden of cremating Anan-
ga’s untouchable friend is on Gangacharan - performing this 
task would mean polluting himself. Herein lies Gangachran’s 
first act of redemption but curiously we never see it in the 
film. In the final shots, we see Gangacharan leaving his home 
to cremate Moti and then the film cuts to a famine-stricken 
Brahmin family of ten approaching the village. Adding to 
his redemption, the film shows Gangacharan’s openness to 
accept the family despite his own worsening material situ-
ation. With regards to supporting ten additional individuals, 
Ananga corrects Gangacharan saying ‘not ten, but eleven’. 
“Gangacharan’s fatherhood is celebrated emblematically as 
well as domestically. He will father a stranger’s family as well 
his own” (Cooper, 2000, p. 152). Story of the cycle of rebirth 
via Moti’s death and the announcement of the expected baby 
seems to compound the erasure of Moti / the Dalit experi-
ence – not only is she there to prove Gangacharan’s human-
ity, but she has to die in order for a ‘higher’ life to be (re)born. 
Ray’s handling of Moti’s character is emblematic of Brahman-
ical ideology; she is confined within a discourse of ‘sympathy’ 
and ‘compassion’; she is a mute spectator; has no agency; 
is never angry with injustices; and above all is in service of 
rendering humanity to a Brahmin.

In reading this film I was particularly drawn to postcolo-
nial-subaltern hermeneutics as it “provides with a critical ap-
paratus and a register with which to best trace the liminal 
positions that Dalits occupy in India even today, as being both 
the past-in-the-present and the present-in-the-past of Indian 
historicity” (Haider, 2016, pp. 195-196). The postcolonial proj-
ect of subaltern studies has enabled us to engage with the 
complexities of epistemological and ontological alterity and 
imagine a historiography that centers the alternative histo-
ries of subaltern resistance and consciousness. It has also 

enabled us to ask questions like how the agency, resistance, 
and consciousness of subalterns are presented and dealt 
with; who speaks; are subalterns just mute spectators; how 
is alterity performed; how is the radical heterogeneity of lived 
experiences of subalterns mediated; and most importantly 
who is standing in for whom? These questions assume even 
greater significance in light of how Nishat Haider has charac-
terized Indian cinema. He argues that “In the Indian cinema, 
the inherent, dominant Brahminical ideology has helped pre-
serve the power of the upper-caste Hindus, which sanctions 
them to secure the “free acceptance” of subjection via the in-
terpellation of its “subjects”” (Haider, 2015, p. 199). The task, 
then, is to deploy subaltern analytical and creative agency to 
interrogate and destabilize dominant ideas and this destabili-
zation is a necessary, if not sufficient, condition for instating 
alternative, subaltern ways of being and knowing.

Contracts of making, viewing and listening 

Contracts of making, viewing and listening treats Satyjit Ray’s 
Distant Thunder as an archival site and is informed by a quest 
for reenactment of the archive to arrive at renegotiated and 
remediated readings, and ultimately to imagine new futures. 
It pulls its conceptual framework from Homi Bhabha’s minori-
ty discourse that calls for intervention in the sovereignty of 
hegemonic discourses, responsible for nation’s self-genera-
tion (Bhabha, 1990). For Bhabha, minority discourse is about 
putting forth contestatory narratives that reconstitute the 
nation as a social space that is “internally marked by cultural 
difference, the heterogeneous histories of contending peo-
ples, antagonistic authorities, and tense cultural locations” 
(Bhabha, 1990, p.299). Once the performative spaces of 
multiple contending histories, especially subaltern histories, 
have intervened in the nation and its narration, the official (or 
dominant) archive reveals itself to be a repository of power. 
This intervention might not inscribe a history of the people, as 
Bhabha puts it, or create political solidarities but it certainly 
does not “celebrate the monumentality of historicist memory, 
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the sociological totality of society, or the homogeneity of cul-
tural experience” (Bhabha, 2004, p. 225). Intervention, as ar-
ticulated by Bhabha (2004), is a practice of enunciation (artic-
ulation, voicing, and emergence of discourse), inspired by the 
laudatory zeal of putting marginal – which often are contra-
puntal, anachronistic, and antisystematic – narratives next 
to the dominant ones. In reference to, and as an extension 
of, Bhabha’s usage of the term ‘intervention’, Haider (2015, 
p. 228) argues that “meaningful cinematic interventions offer 
an enabling method of the enunciation of the liminal status 
of the marginalized other in such a way that the “other half’ 
of communication can enter the picture on an equal footing”. 
In the spirit of enunciating the liminal status of the marginal-
ized other, in Contracts of making, viewing and listening, which 
essentially is an intervention into Distant Thunder, I was moti-
vated, at times, by finding traces of counter-memories in the 
film and building on them, and at other times, by putting them 
in dialogue with narratives emerging from marginal spaces to 
enable a renegotiated history of the famine. I was particularly 
inspired by Jong’s (2016) formulation that re-enactment of 
the archive is needed to question the conditions of possibility 
of its own making. Furthermore, he argues that archives can 
be sites for performative reappropriations; by animating the 
archives we can not only displace the original logics of it but 

also perform alternative futures. In my intervention, I follow a 
range of strategies. Despite a myriad of theoretical influenc-
es and artistic strategies employed in my intervention, at the 
core, the desire is to pursue a double gesture of subalternity 
as both a theoretical paradigm (thinking) and a methodologi-
cal stance (making) in film practices. 

In the intervention, there is an attempt to let Dalit discourse 
inflect nation’s Brahmanical self-generation. By generating 
readings of the famine from Dalit perspectives, the inter-
vention seeks to make the narrative of the nation exceed its 
own boundaries. Contracts of making, viewing and listening ac-
knowledges that the experience of the Famine as a totality 
is an unknowable and uncontainable multiplicity; even from 
the lens of Dalit consciousness there is no authentically ‘true’ 
story of the Famine. Despite this acknowledgement, without 
inserting the contestatory narratives arising from subaltern 
spaces it’s unimaginable to destabilize the Brahminical ide-
ology. The intervention is aimed at exploring – how that Dalit 
experience is erased or elided in existing representations and 
how to see the Famine through Dalit consciousness. As for 
the title of this intervention, by Contracts of making, viewing 
and listening, I mean epistemological and ontological con-
ditions that allow a certain kind of representation of Dalits 

Fig. 1/2  Screenshot from Contracts of making, viewing and listening, 2019
(Weblink: https://vimeo.com/465384524  Password: contracts) 

https://vimeo.com/465384524
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(question of making) and interpellation of spectators (ques-
tion of modality of viewing and listening). The title suggests 
both the present condition and future imaginaries.

Moti’s sub-narrative in Distant Thunder affected me deeply. 
She appears only twice in the film and has limited screen time 
and spoken parts. I began with locating and extracting the 
sequences where she has a narrative purpose. These clips 
were the first things on the editing timeline. I suppose I was 
responding to a very basic creative and analytical desire of 
asking what will happen if I prolong Moti’s sub-narrative with-
in the film by claiming the space and time that the original 
filmmaker did not deign to accord. This, in a way, became the 
first pre-determination for a transformative re-working of Dis-
tant Thunder. Parallelly, for the purpose of my larger research 
on the Bengal Famine, I had also been searching Dalit poetry 
on the subject. A friend of mine suggested Hunger – a poem 
written in Marathi by Dalit poet Namdeo Dhasal. Even though 
the poem is not directly about the Bengal Famine and written 
almost four decades later, but as the name suggests, it en-
capsulates so much about Dalit suffering and struggle. Unlike 
Ray’s handling of Moti’s character, the poem, while realistic, 
never evokes sympathy. The poem serves as a site of count-
er-memory and counter-archive; it is motivated by re-inscrib-
ing histories of Dalit worlds; and most importantly, realism in-
voked is already opening up the possibility of transformative 
politics. Moreover, the poem functions as a reminder of the 
perils of relegating the famine as an event from the past so as 
to avoid the moral conscience that it demands from us in the 
present. The poem had a profound impact on me and stayed 
with me. For the first few days of editing I was constantly 
thinking about creative and critical possibilities the poem will 
afford, and eventually I took the decision that working with 
poetry will be my second pre-determination. 

Within this context I ended up with another poem titled 
Portrait of My Village by Tamil Dalit poet Sukirtharani. Dis-
tant Thunder alludes to caste realities but is not invested in 

critically exploring it, furthermore, the film generates an ide-
alized and romantic notion of the rural. I wanted to unsettle 
this notion and was looking for Dalit poetry that specifically 
talks about Indian villages. I came across Sukritharini’s poem 
in an academic article by Pramod K. Nayar (2015) where he 
mentions this poem in the context of Dalit poetry and trau-
matic materialism. Nayar (2015, p. 4) writes “She centres the 
body of the lower caste through visually evocative realist de-
scription, the realism conveying the material and corporeal 
harshness of everyday Dalit lives. This is the traumatic real-
ism of the poem.” Portrait of My Village, for its Dalit traumatic 
materialism, became a relevant text that I wanted to be in 
conversation with Ray’s Humanism. 

In Distant Thunder, Gangacharan’s ‘suffering’ is either equated 
to or exemplified through the Dalit suffering of Moti. In fore-
grounding his Brahmin protagonists, Ray lets them stand in 
for the primary witnesses. In the film, Gangacharan is stand-
ing in for Moti and that means “erasing the crucial difference 
that is the very structure of their suffering-their experience, 
unique to them” (Haider, 2015, p. 213).  I thought, this ‘stand-
ing in’ can be disrupted through these two poems as they 
name and contextualize the disavowal of faultlines of caste 
and moreover, represent a resistance against the opportunis-
tic appropriation of Dalit experiences by upper-caste authors. 

Since all three activities (reading, writing and making) were 
going parallelly and inflecting each other in a rhizomatic fash-
ion, I cannot fathom charting out a chronological line – there 
were many detours, expected and unexpected encounters 
with materials, thinking, references etc. As a result, I end-
ed up with some more texts and began experimenting with 
combining Dalit poetry, direct quotation from Ray, narrative 
commentary, and audiovisual quotation from Ray’s film itself 
– in an effort to arrive at something artistically that provides a 
renegotiated reading of Distant Thunder but more importantly 
already contains/proposes, even if it’s very tentative, a differ-
ent epistemological, ontological and aesthetical imaginary. 
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I wanted to place texts and images in proximity but was 
acutely aware of not establishing a hierarchy between the 
two. Based on my experience in filmmaking and my interest 
in poetry I have come to appreciate the plasticity between 
text and image – text can easily slide into the realm of im-
age and image can easily slide into the realm of text, in oth-
er words, it’s possible to write in/with/on/about/for/through 
images and create images in/with/on/about/for/through 
writing. Therefore, in making Contracts of making, viewing and 
listening, text and image were seen as non-dual onscreen acts 
that seek to perform research in and through cinema. 

Part of the argument of performing research in and through 
cinema is also that it can’t be a mere illustration of research 
(Grant, 2016) – it has to invest in both poetics (the question 
of form) and critical analysis (the question of content) so that 
it can stand on its own as a research expression. In light of 
this, in my intervention into Distant Thunder, I treated every on-
screen act as montage creation where content and form are 
intrinsically hyphenated. I was constantly asking the question 
Carter (2004, p. xi) poses in the context of material thinking: 
“What is the material of thought?” I took it to mean that how 
is the research expressed on the screen. Based on my expe-
rience of making Contracts of making, viewing and listening I 
would argue that it’s difficult to engage with material thinking 
without embracing the idea that it can only be arrived at ten-
tatively and experimentally. Its only in and though rehearsals, 
errors, chance encounters, accidents, and repetitions that I 
could pursue thinking-making and making-thinking.  

In this transformative reworking of Distant Thunder, I chose to 
perform both internal and external montage. By recutting and 
rearranging certain portions from the film and putting them in 
conversation with materials that existed outside of it, I am si-
multaneously decontextualizing and recontextualizing Distant 
Thunder. Moti’s sub-narrative needed to be decontextualized, 
distorted, and stretched in terms of screen time and space 
to enable a reading outside of humanism and to repurpose it 

with Dalit epistemologies and ontologies. In terms of its con-
struction, especially the form my insights take in, Contracts 
of making, viewing and listening is geared towards, to borrow 
López and Martin’s (2017) phrase, “setting the experience of 
simultaneity but leaving room for seemingly chance interac-
tions between the screens to occur”. This is achieved through 
a very careful consideration and choreography of onscreen 
acts taking place in and across texts, sounds, and images. 

The desire to perform research in and though cinema meant 
engaging very meaningfully with the question of form. In 
Contracts of making, viewing and listening it has manifested 
through the fragmentation of the frame along vertical and 
horizontal lines, through various configurations of these 
fragmentations, through working at the borders of these 
fragmentations, through vast black portions of the frame, 
through experimentation with freezing, expanding, accelerat-
ing, and slowing screen space and time, through careful repe-
titions of some sounds, texts, and images, through unsettling 
the boundaries between titles and subtitles, poetry and com-
mentary, utterances by the author in and outside of the film, 
through complete and incomplete articulations, and through 
planned and unplanned silences between those articulations. 
Also, the idea behind these formal strategies in my interven-
tion was to, in a limited sense, reveal its own making – with 
the hope that it will bring the spectator closer to the perfor-
mativity of research on the screen.  

Since I was mobilizing a significant amout of text in my inter-
vention, I had to be careful about ‘doubling/mirroring’. López 
and Martin (2017), pointing to its pitfalls, warn us “ one of the 
problems we see in much contemporary work is an obsession 
with doubling, to the point of sheer redundancy: what is said 
or written on screen, and what is shown via montage from the 
works being analysed, enter into a mirroring relation marked 
by a strict equivalency. The conventional primacy and author-
ity accorded to ‘the word’ is thereby inevitably reinforced.” 
This is why the image-text operations in my intervention is 
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geared towards juxtapositions, associations, disassociations, 
comparisons and assemblages. The attempt is to create an 
interplay between texts and images so that they emerge al-
ready inflected by each other and constantly exceed their in-
dividual expectations and meanings.  

In line with the aim of my boarder research, which is to, by 
means of critical/practical exercises, move images towards 
subaltern epistemologies and ontologies, I had to be careful 
with regards to what my intervention into Distant Thunder pro-
poses. As alluded earlier, whilst we might wish to understand 
a Dalit experience of the Famine, or to see the Famine through 
Dalit consciousness, we should resist the temptation of cre-
ating authentically ‘true’ stories of the famine. The claim of 
subaltern intervention is not to “truly and fully ‘represent’ the 
subaltern either in the sense of ‘making them present again’ or 
‘standing in for them’” (Chaterjee, 2010, as cited in Sircar, 2016, 
p. 32). The idea, rather, is to recognize subaltern narratives, like 
any other narrative, occur and operate in multiple registers and 
are often fragmentary. The aforementioned array of narrative 
strategies, especially forms, were deployed to engage with and 
facilitate this fragmentary nature. I wanted my intervention to 
make a genuine attempt to do what it says it wishes to do. 

Final Considerations 

Through the making of Contracts of making, viewing and lis-
tening, and generally from the “perspective” of a filmmaker, I 
would argue that if we wish to establish artistic research in 
film as a field of study, methodology, or a scholarly form, we 
have to put the practice of film at the centre. Practice of film, 
with regards to research, is both a process and an outcome 
– it is a language through which the inquiry is both pursued 
and expressed. Film language provides us with the oppor-
tunity to make any research expression more than its writ-
ten equivalent. Furthermore, a thoughtful consideration and 
mobilization of film language can enable these research ex-
pressions to be experienced, in its own right, as standalone/
self-contained scholarships. It’s difficult for me to evaluate 
the extent to which Contracts of making, viewing and listening 
echoes López and Martin’s (2017) formulation but it certainly 
summarizes its aspirations, interests, and motivations: “If we 
ask of a good written text that its construction is rich both 
in the insights it offers and in the form it takes, we must be 
ready to ask the same of audiovisual essays: that they exhibit 
and explore a genuinely audiovisual form.”

Fig. 3  Screenshot from Contracts of making, viewing and listening, 
2019

Fig. 4  Screenshot from Contracts of making, viewing and listening, 
2019
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